SHEAR AND CUTTING POINT HAZARDS WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

V Y M V L H R Z C X
E M R J V X Z U Q F
L A I U Y T T R J W
S C N T J T B K Y I
F H T Z I N L N B J
K I L N G J I D J A
O N G S D L E I H S
G E Z M K C N B O H
P R O T E C T I V E
J Y M Q K D B J Y Q

Use the following clues from the information about shear and cutting point hazards to circle the missing words in the word search puzzle above:

- Assure all covers and _____ shields are in place.
- Never reach across shear or _____ points.
- Shear or cutting points move too fast for you to escape _____ once one of your body parts has been exposed to the shear or cutting point hazard.
- Shut off the engine and de-energize equipment or _____ before unclogging plant material from shear or cutting parts.
- Always replace guards or _____ after completing repairs.

Note: Word may be written upwards/downwards, laterally, or diagonally in the puzzle and spelled forwards or backwards in all directions.